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Something for all ages
Supporting life-long learners from ages 4 –18 with fun,
engaging and interactive print and digital resources.

From ages 4 –18

Created with teachers and students in schools across the globe,
Boost is the next generation in digital learning for schools, bringing quality
content and new technology together in one interactive website.
Boost Core subscription – valid for the life
of the guide
Included in your Boost Core subscription you will find a
range of resources such as:

• Teacher access to Boost eBook for front of class teaching
• Course overviews
• Customisable Unit planners
• Student activities
From
• Teaching notes
• Worked solutions
£300
• Interactive tests
• Editable PowerPoints
• Single sign-on compatible
• Reporting and analytic functions

Boost eBooks – Trial free for 30 days
Interactive, engaging and completely flexible
Boost eBooks use the latest research and technologies to provide the very best
learning experience for students. They can be downloaded onto any device and
used in the classroom, at home or on the move.

• Interactive: Packed with features such as notes, links, highlights,

bookmarks, knowledge tests, flashcards, videos and interactive revision

• Accessible: Effortlessly support different learning styles with
text-to-speech function

• Flexible: Seamlessly switch between the printed page view and
interactive view

Refer to the contents page and look for the Boost Logo to see what subjects we cover.
Pease note some titles will remain available to purchase on Dynamic Learning, details of these can be found throughout the catalogue.

Learn more and request your free trials at hoddereducation.com/Boost

Welcome to our 2021
International Baccalaureate
Catalogue
Welcome to our 2021 catalogue of print and digital resources for the IB. Inside you will find the most
pioneering range of support for the IB from PYP to the Diploma programme. We support IB schools across
the continuum with a range of unique and innovative resources that are aligned with the IB’s values of
encouraging both personal and academic achievement.
Try it for yourself – evaluate our resources for free
Digital eInspection Copies are completely free and allow you to review our textbooks for 30 days.
You can also evaluate our digital Teaching and Learning resources, Student eTextbooks and Whiteboard
eTextbooks before you buy with free, no obligation 30-day trials. See page 39 for more details.
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Agency for the IB Programmes – Learners
in charge
PRINT

Simon Davidson
Teach for success and implement effective strategies to develop a
learning community that supports student agency and self-efficacy
with this essential guide developed by an experienced PYP
educator.
£37
9781510481121

Growth Mindset for the IB PYP – Every child
a learner
PRINT

Katherine Muncaster with Shirley Clarke
Teach for success with this ‘must-have’ handbook for anyone
looking to embed a growth mindset culture essential for
supporting agency, physical and emotional well-being, and
inquiry-based learning.
£37
9781510481169

Wellbeing for the IB PYP
PRINT

Dr Kimberley O’Brien
Teach for success and implement effective strategies to create
flexible, inviting and intentional learning spaces essential for
supporting physical and emotional wellbeing.
£37
9781510481602

hoddereducation.com/pyp
Keep up-to-date: get the latest news and free samples by signing up to our eUpdates: hoddereducation.com/eupdates
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NEW

PYP Springboard Teacher’s Guides
PRINT

Series editor: Simon Davidson
Confidently teach and collaboratively plan the PYP with non-prescriptive,
flexible support developed around the new structure that focuses on the
learner, learning and teaching and the learning community.
• Offers guidance and practical suggestions.
• Saves valuable preparation time with links to the appropriate
transdisciplinary themes and skills, key concepts, PYP attitudes and
learner profile.

PYP ATL Workbooks

£35 each
Publishing May 2022

PRINT

Transdisciplinary Themes PYP Springboard titles
Who we are

Food
9781510482524

The solar system
9781510481947

Beliefs
9781510481961

Dr Kimberley O’Brien

Where we are in place
and time

Friends and relationships
9781510482531

Authors and stories
9781510481954

Maps and exploration
9781510481220

How we express
ourselves

Shadows and light
9781510482555

Matter and changes
9781510482593

Art and expression
9781510482609

Consolidate learning, deepen understanding and develop ATL skills
of Communication, Social and Self-management through a range of
engaging activities ideal for independent learning and homework.

How the world works

Signs and symbols
9781510484672

Our school and community
9781510481930

Simple machines
9781510481978

How we organize
ourselves

What is waste?
9781510482562

Recycling our world
9781510481237

The world of work
9781510482616

Sharing the planet

Ourselves
9781510482586

Music and expression
9781510482548

Resources supply
and demand
9781510482623

hoddereducation.com/
hoddereducation.com/pyp
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Understand how the ATL skills connect with and help students develop
learner profile attributes with our Learner profile feature.
£8.50
Social and emotional intelligence 9781510481640
Mindfulness 9781510481626
Interpersonal relationships 9781510481633
Growth Mindset – Self motivation, Perseverance and Resilience 9781510481619

PYP

PYP

The Sleepover

Friends

And then it happened …
before Salma could do
anything, Coco went off to
play on the big swings with
Harriet. She couldn’t believe it.
Harriet hadn’t even asked her
to play with them and Coco
just upped and left!

Story by
Barbara Gonzalez
Illustrated by
Connah Brecon

Salma felt truly
invisible
and did her best to keep busy.

She played on the slide and
looked for funny rocks to add to
her collection. But she couldn’t
help looking over at Coco and
Harriet laughing and playing on
the big swings.

Salma wondered if

NEW

this meant that Coco didn’t want
to be her best friend any more?
Her eyes stung and she felt a big
lump forming in her throat.

Dr Kimberley O’Brien
6
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PYP Friends storybook series

PYP Reading Planet Online
Library

PRINT

Dr Kimberley O’Brien

DIGITAL

Meet the four friends who live on Quirky Lane
and follow the stories of how they resolve
conflict and strengthen their friendships in the
school playground and local neighbourhood.

Fair play

Inspired by the stories of young clients at the
Quirky Kid Clinic in Australia, the PYP Friends
storybooks help you deliver the PYP and create
inviting and intentional learning spaces which
support physical and emotional well-being.

Lochie’s little lie

Child psychologist, Dr Kimberley O’Brien
teams up with talented illustrator Connah
Brecon to create this inspiring childhood
adventure and social skills programme.

A story about being pushed out of your comfort
zones —what is strange and unfamiliar and
learning about team dynamics by finding out
more how to work together.

A new friend
A new boy Theo joins the school. Learn how to
start a conversation and make friends.
Ups and downs
What makes a good friend? Learn how to repair
a broken friendship.

A story to illustrate competition and how it can
bring out the best and worst in people. Learn
about group dynamics and how to join a group.
A story about honesty in friendships, the
importance of compromise and being flexible.
The sleepover

£6.50
A new friend 9781510481657
Ups and downs 9781510481695
Fair play 9781510481664
Lochie’s little lie 9781510481671
The sleepover 9781510481688

Now available as Student eTextbooks – see order form for details

Over 400 guiding reading books mapped to the IB
PYP transdisciplinary themes and units of inquiry.
Develop essential reading, comprehension and
vocabulary skills with stories featuring characters
and themes that truly reflect our world.
• Access the Library anywhere, on any device
at school or at home; ideal for guided reading
work, one-to-one reading at home or front-ofclass whiteboard teaching.
• Support ESL or struggling readers using the
fun audio synchronisation.
• Regularly check understanding with selfmarking quizzes and built-in reporting tool.
£400+VAT
PYP Reading Planet Online Library 9781398313156
One-year subscription
To download a free mapping chart, showing Reading Planet
mapping directly to the PYP transdisciplinary themes and
units of inquiry, or to take out a 30 day trial visit:
risingstars-uk.com/pyp

hoddereducation.com/pyp

Keep up-to-date: get the latest news and free samples by signing up to our eUpdates: hoddereducation.com/eupdates
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MYP BY
CONCEPT
1-3

Books
9 Student
9 eTextbooks
Teaching & Learning
9 Digital
resources

Encourage inquiring learners and
ensure students navigate the MYP
framework with confidence, using
a concept-driven assessmentfocused approach presented in a
global context.

Series editor: Paul Morris
PRINT

DIGITAL

• Develop conceptual understanding with key MYP concepts and related concepts at the
heart of each chapter.
• Inspire students to learn by asking questions with a statement of inquiry in each chapter.
• Understand how to extend learning through research projects and interdisciplinary
opportunities.

French
PRINT

DIGITAL

Fabienne Fontaine
Develop your skills to become an inquiring learner; ensure you
navigate the French MYP framework with confidence using a
concept-driven and assessment-focused approach to French,
presented in global contexts.
£35
July 21
Student’s Book French MYP (Emergent/Phases 1-2) 9781398302297
Boost eBook French MYP 1-3 (Emergent/Phases 1-2) 1yr access £17.50 9781398305755
Boost Core Subscription French MYP (Emergent/Phases 1-2) £300 9781398343399
Subscription is valid for the life of the Guide

Spanish
PRINT

DIGITAL

J. Rafael Angel, María Blanco and Gonzalo Vázquez
Prepare for every aspect of assessment using support and tasks
set in global contexts and designed by experienced educators
£35

hoddereducation.com/ib-myp-by-concept
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Student’s Book Spanish MYP 1-3
Spanish MYP 1-3 (Emergent/Phases 1-2) Second edition 9781398312777
Spanish MYP 1-3 (3-4) second edition 9781471881152
Boost eBook Spanish MYP 1-3 (Emergent/Phases 1-2) 1 yr access £17.50
9781398343443
Boost eBook Spanish MYP 1-3 (3-4) 1 yr access £17.50 9781398343535
Boost Core Subscription MYP 1-3 (Emergent/Phases 1-2) £300 MYP 1-3 (1-2) £300
9781398343436
Boost Core Subscription MYP 1-3 (3-4) £300 9781398343474
Each subscription is valid for the life of the Guide

international.catalogue@hoddereducation.com

NEW

Each chapter is framed with a Key concept and a Related
concept and is set in a Global context.

Activities are designed to develop your Approaches
to Learning (AtL) skills.

◆■ Assessment opportunities in
this chapter:

◆■

Certain parts of the activities are formative as they
allow you to practise certain of the MYP Mathematics
Assessment Criteria . Other activities can be used
by you or your teachers to assess your achievement
against all parts of an assessment criteria .

841521_00_MYP_4&5 Maths_Prelims.indd 4

◆■

confidently and
Communicator – we express ourselves
and in many
creatively in more than one language
carefully to
ways. We collaborate effectively, listening
and groups.
the perspectives of other individuals

a value expressed in
A number is a quantity or an amount,
groups of numbers
words, digits or other notation. Certain
that they are given
are used so often and are so important
odds, square
their own names such as primes, evens,
numbers, natural
numbers, imaginary numbers, triangle
met many of them
numbers and so on. You will have
already in your studies.
Let’s look at various ways to group

approximate and exact?

Criterion C: Communicating
in real-life contexts
Criterion D: Applying mathematics

PRIOR KNOWLEDGE

Both standard and extended are included in this book.
Extended is signposted.

You will already know:
whole numbers
• how to round decimal places to
(directed
• what natural numbers and integers
numbers) are
and cubes are
• what prime numbers, squares
the values of:
• what square roots are and know
√100, √121
√1, √4, √9, √16, √25, √36, √49, √64, √81,
and √144

KEY WORDS

You are prompted to consider your conceptual
understanding in a variety of activities throughout
each chapter.

reciprocals
rounding
significant figures (s.f.)

accuracy
decimal places (d.p.)
irrational

Finally, at the end of each chapter, you are asked to reflect
back on what you have learnt with our Reflection table,
maybe to think of new questions brought to light by
your learning.

numbers.

THINK–PAIR–SHARE

Conceptual: How do
number systems expand our
understanding? What patterns can
we see in different number forms
and operations?
Debatable: Were numbers
invented or discovered? Is there a
best form for a number? Can the
form of a number mislead or affect
our decisions? Can rounding help
or hinder decision-making?

◆■

HOW ARE NUMBER SETS
DEFINED?

Factual: How are numbers sets
defined? How and why do we
group numbers? What is meant by

Now share and compare your
thoughts and ideas with your
partner, or with the whole class.

■■ ATL

Creative-thinking skills

The following is a random list of numbers.
1
−64
21.6
16
6

−1

82

−0.5

4

1.332

−7

9.06

7.6

π

√78

92

2

IN THIS CHAPTER, WE WILL …

in a variety of forms and why we
Find out how to express numbers
do this.
of numbers
different levels of accuracy or detail
■■ Explore situations where

■■

■■

7

8.55

−92
9

11.4

−8

11

9890

With your
How can you categorize these numbers?
these numbers
partner, discuss how you could group
is included in at
together. Make sure that each number
least one group.

is required.
the school community in the role
Take action by engaging and educating
global community.
of numbers in our interconnected
Mathematics for the IB MYP 4&5:

by Concept

we
1 In how many different ways can

5.43
2
9
1
9
4
0.8

3

4
5

−4

3

1067

−π

0.0067

31

π
2

99
3
5
99

51515

Use this table to reflect on your own learning in this
chapter.
Questions we asked

Did you use the form
How did you group these numbers?
decimal or a fraction,
of the number - whether it was a
sign? Or did you use
for example? Did you refer to the
when you were
a different number property you learnt
Was there a pattern
primes?
or
younger, such as integers
to your groups?

express the same thing?

Problem

Challenging

09/03/2017 10:49

Approaches to Learning
you used in this chapter:

!■ While the book provides many opportunities for
action and plenty of content to enrich the conceptual
relationships, you must be an active part of this
process . Guidance is given to help you with your own
research, including how to carry out research, how to
make change in the world informed by Mathematics,
and how to link and develop your study of
Mathematics to the global issues in our twenty-first
century world .

841521_00_MYP_4&5 Maths_Prelims.indd 5

View more sample pages at hoddereducation.com/ib-myp-by-concept

How well did
you master the
skills?

Debatable

! Take action

Complex

Description
– what new
skills did you
learn?

Conceptual

3

Hint
In some of the activities, we provide Hints to help you work on the
assignment. This also introduces you to the new Hint feature
in the on-screen assessment. These Hints will give additional
guidance or shortcuts to improve your proficiency.

Worked examples and practice questions are given in
colour-coded boxes to show the level of difficulty:

Any further
questions now?

Factual

2

Detailed information or explanation of certain points
are given whenever necessary . Key Approaches to
Learning skills for MYP Mathematics are highlighted
whenever we encounter them .

Answers we
found

Expert

Numbers in different forms give
us a variety of ways to predict
patterns and think about
problems of global significance.

As you explore, activities suggest ways to learn through
action.

■■

■■

this chapter:

g
Criterion A: Knowing and understandin
patterns
◆■ Criterion B: Investigating

◆■

●■ We will reflect on this learner
profile attribute …

CONSIDER THESE
QUESTIONS:

Key words are included to give you access to vocabulary
for the topic . Glossary terms are highlighted and,
where applicable, search terms are given to encourage
independent learning and research skills .

Communication skills

●■

The Statement of Inquiry
provides the framework for
this inquiry, and the Inquiry
questions then lead us
through the exploration as
they are developed through
each chapter.

KEY WORDS

■■

We have incorporated Visible Thinking – ideas, framework,
protocol and thinking routines – from Project Zero at
the Harvard Graduate School of Education into many of
our activities.

◆■ Assessment opportunities in

■■ These Approaches to Learning (ATL)
skills will be useful …

Practitioner

In how many different
ways can we express
the same thing?

Learner

1

Welcome to Hodder Education’s
MYP by Concept series! Each chapter
is designed to lead you through
an inquiry into the concepts of
mathematics and how they interact in
real-life global contexts .

Number

Globalization and sustainability

Patterns

Form

Each chapter covers one of the four branches of mathematics
identified in the MYP Mathematics skills framework.

Novice

How to use
this book

MYP

PAGE SAMPLE

▼■ Links to:
Like any other subject, Mathematics is just one part of
our bigger picture of the world . Links to other subjects
are discussed .

●■ We will reflect on this learner
profile attribute …
●■

Each chapter has a IB Learner Profile attribute as
its theme, and you are encouraged to reflect on
these too .

09/03/2017 10:49

hoddereducation.com/ib-myp-by-concept

Keep up-to-date: get the latest news and free samples by signing up to our eUpdates: hoddereducation.com/eupdates
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MYP 1-3

ACTIVITY: … and next time?

learning environment can have on a learner, you
might choose to take further action.

●

You can also imagine that you are going to make
a series of posters to accompany this one. How
will you make them all amazing?

●

NEW

■

Collaboration skills: Help others to succeed

What future impact could they have if, for
example, the posters are up longer or used
in other, similar learning spaces? How will the
posters help your classmates succeed in the MYP?
For this activity, you should think about the
inquiry question: Does an effective learning
environment need effective displays?
Provide evidence to show how your posters have
enhanced the learning environment.

◆ Assessment opportunities
◆

This activity can be assessed using
Criterion D: Evaluating (iv).

22

307889_01_Design IB MYP 1_3_TD_Ch01.indd 22

Design
PRINT

DIGITAL

Lenny Dutton
Ensure your students navigate the MYP framework with confidence
using a concept-driven and assessment-focused approach to Design,
presented in global contexts.
£35
May 21
Student’s book Design for the IB MYP 1-3 9781398307889
Boost eBook 1yr access £17.50 9781398308091

hoddereducation.com/ib-myp-by-concept
hoddereducation.com/
10
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●

■ ATL

Using the data collected in your testing methods,
describe the impact your posters have had on the
target audience.

international.catalogue@hoddereducation.com

Use this table to evaluate and reflect on your own learning in this chapter.

• a group of poster designers

Factual: What is the third teacher? What posters exist in
our current learning environment? How do we use our
classroom posters?

Questions we asked

●

Answers we found

Any further questions
now?

Description – what new
skills did you learn?

How well did you master
the skills?

Conceptual: How might the appearance of the space we learn
in change the way we learn? How do visuals help us learn?

• a group that thinks about other aspects
of learning environments, for example
furniture.

This activity can be assessed using
Criterion D: Evaluating (iii).

ACTIVITY: Big impact

Create a group of volunteers to work
on improving your school’s learning
environments:
• a group that creates displays for the
learning environments

◆ Assessment opportunities
◆

Create a series of posters for different
learning environment.

Debatable: Does an effective learning environment need
effective displays?
Approaches to Learning you used in this chapter

Work with the school’s leadership to create
agreements on how learning environment
should look.
Design more posters for your learning
environments, but share them so that other
schools can use them too.
Use the design principles you have learned in
this chapter to design posters for other uses,
for example to raise awareness of an issue you
care about, to raise money for a charity you
support, to promote a school club that you
belong to, or to encourage people to recycle
more in school.

Expert

●

Reflection
In this chapter we have found out how our learning environments can
have an impact on us. We explored different learning spaces and we took
action by improving a learning space in our school.

! Possible long-term projects include:

Practitioner

Now, think about how you could improve your
posters. Even if you met all of your specifications,
how could you make your design even better? Are
there any new specifications you would include or
any new details you would add?

! Take action
! Now that you have seen the impact that a

Learner

Reflection skills: Identify strengths and
weaknesses of personal learning strategies
(self-assessment)

Novice

■ ATL
■

Communication skills
Collaboration skills
Organization skills
Reflection skills

EXTENSION

Information literacy skills

Now that you have made posters to help
your classmates with their learning, what
other things could you do? Are there other
activities you could do as an individual, such
as helping a classmate understand a task in
class? What about actions you could take as
a designer? What other products could you
make to support student learning in your
school? You could make tutorials, animations,
videos, notebooks, pencil cases and more!

Design for the IB MYP 1–3: by Concept

03/01/2021 22:23

Critical-thinking skills
Creative-thinking skills
Learner profile attribute

How did you demonstrate your skills as an inquirer in this
chapter?

Inquirers

1

What role might our classroom walls play in our learning?

307889_01_Design IB MYP 1_3_TD_Ch01.indd 23

23
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MYP 1-3

Language and Literature
PRINT

English
PRINT

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

Ana de Castro and Zara Kaiserimam

Ana de Castro and Zara Kaiserimam

Encourage meaningful inquiry through a unique concept-driven
narrative with our IB MYP Language and Literature resources.

Develop language skills through inquiries into key concepts and related
concepts, set in a global context.

£18.50

£18.50

Student’s Book MYP 1 9781471880735
Student’s Book MYP 2 9781471880797
Student’s Book MYP 3 9781471880858

Student’s Book MYP 1 9781471880551
Student’s Book MYP 2 9781471880612
Student’s Book MYP 3 9781471880674

£12.50

£12.50

Boost eBook MYP 1 1 year 9781398334120
Boost eBook MYP 2 1 year 9781398334137
Boost eBook MYP 3 1 year 9781398334144

Boost eBook MYP 1 1 year 9781398333994
Boost eBook MYP 2 1 year 9781398334007
Boost eBook MYP 3 1 year 9781398334014

£300

£300

Boost Core Subscription MYP 1 9781398341234
Boost Core Subscription MYP 2 9781398341241
Boost Core Subscription MYP 3 9781398341258
Each subscription is valid for the life of the Guide

Boost Core Subscription MYP 1 9781398341111
Boost Core Subscription MYP 2 9781398341128
Boost Core Subscription MYP 3 9781398341135
Each subscription is valid for the life of the Guide

hoddereducation.com/ib-myp-by-concept
Keepup-to-date:
up-to-date:get
getthe
thelatest
latestnews
newsand
andfree
freesamples
samplesbybysigning
signingupuptotoour
oureUpdates:
eUpdates:hoddereducation.com/eupdates
hoddereducation.com/eupdates 11
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MYP 1–3

Individuals and Societies
PRINT

DIGITAL

Sciences
PRINT

DIGITAL

PRINT

DIGITAL

Paul Grace

Paul Morris and Patricia Deo

Rita Bateson and Irina Amlin

Equip your students with the skills to understand
the world around them; learning is supported
and extended with research projects,
interdisciplinary opportunities and assessment
tasks designed by experienced MYP educators.

Inspire your students to investigate through
research projects, observation opportunities
and experiments.

Build mathematical knowledge through
meaningful inquiries. Learning is supported
and extended with research projects,
interdisciplinary opportunities and assessment
tasks designed by experienced MYP educators.

£18.50
Student’s Book MYP 1 9781471879364
Student’s Book MYP 2 9781471880261
Student’s Book MYP 3 9781471880315

£12.50
Boost eBook MYP 1 1 year 9781398334069
Boost eBook MYP 2 1 year 9781398334076
Boost eBook MYP 3 1 year 9781398334083

£300

£18.50
Student’s Book MYP 1 9781471880377
Student’s Book MYP 2 9781471880438
Student’s Book MYP 3 9781471880490
Available in two eTextbook formats:
Student eTextbooks 1 year: £12.50, 2 years: £18.50
Whiteboard eTextbooks £150/subscription lasts life of Guide
Teaching & Learning Resources:
£250 each/subscriptions last the life of the Guide
Teaching & Learning Resource MYP 1 9781471880421
Teaching & Learning Resource MYP 2 9781471880483
Teaching & Learning Resource MYP 3 9781471880544
Dynamic Learning Packages available see order form

Boost Core Subscription MYP 1 9781398341197
Boost Core Subscription MYP 2 9781398341203
Boost Core Subscription MYP 3 9781398341210
Each subscription is valid for the life of the Guide

hoddereducation.com/
hoddereducation.com/ib-myp-by-concept
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£18.50
Student’s Book MYP 1 9781471880919
Student’s Book MYP 2 9781471880971
Student’s Book MYP 3 9781471881039

£12.50
Boost eBook MYP 1 1 year 9781398334151
Boost eBook MYP 2 1 year 9781398334168
Boost eBook MYP 3 1 year 9781398334175

£300
Boost Core Subscription MYP 1 9781398341296
Boost Core Subscription MYP 2 9781398341319
Boost Core Subscription MYP 3 9781398341326
Each subscription is valid for the life of the Guide

PRINT

DIGITAL

Laura England and Angela Stancar Johnson

MYP 3–4

Community Project for the IB MYP 3 & 4: Skills for Success
Become an independent, lifelong learner and feel supported through the Community Project, while strengthening and
practising your ATL skills.
• Engage in practical explorations through a cycle of inquiry, action and reflection
• Build ATL skills with strategies, detailed examiner advice, expert tips, and infographics in every Chapter for visual learners
• Clarify IB requirements with concise and clear explanations, including assessment objectives and rules on academic honesty
£18.50
9781510463219
Available as a Student eTextbook from 1 year: £12.50, 2 years: £18.50
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Investigating

Defining a need within a community
Before you launch into developing a goal to address a need within a community, let’s
establish a clear understanding of the terminology we will be using in order to develop
this goal.

■■ ATL skills
■■

Communication skills

■■

Information literacy skills

■■

Critical-thinking skills

■■

Transfer skills

■■

Organization skills

■■

Media literacy skills

■■

Creative-thinking skills

■■ What is a need?
A need can be defined as:
■

LEARNER PROFILE ATTRIBUTES
Inquirers

Caring

Thinkers

Communicators

Knowledgeable

Principled

a condition or situation in which something is required or wanted for a community
to flourish

■

a duty or obligation

■

something that is desirable or useful.

■■ What is a community?
The community may be local, national, virtual or global. There is a wide range of
definitions of community. The MYP key concept of community is defined as follows:

The community

Communities are groups that exist in proximity defined by space, time or
relationship. Communities include, for example, groups of people sharing particular
characteristics, beliefs or values as well as groups of interdependent organisms living
together in a specific habitat.

In order to effectively implement or participate in service as action, you must learn about
the community you are serving. This is called service learning, or service as action.
Essentially, it means learning about a community in order to serve them to the best of
your ability.
Although the community project is organized through using your approaches to learning
skills, strengths and interests to engage in service as action, the community project is
ultimately about others. It requires you to care about a community and develop empathy skills
in order to meet the needs of others. Within this chapter, you will be equipped with the skills
to effectively learn about the community you have chosen and how you can best engage with
this community in order to serve them in a meaningful and empowering manner.

■■ Focus on something that interests you
We always learn and serve best when what we are engaging in is important to us. The
community project gives you an opportunity to explore and serve others within an area
that is of interest to you. It might be helpful to read the questions below and reflect on
your skills and interests. If you are working in a pair or a group of three, simply consider
the question as a group question to respond to. These are questions that you can discuss
and, through collaboration, respond accordingly.

MYP: From principles into practice (May 2014)

Here are some examples of the various types of communities from the IBO Projects guide:
Community

Examples

A group of people living in the same
place

Singapore’s Indian
neighbourhood

Belgian citizens

A group of people sharing particular
characteristics, beliefs and/or values

An online forum for people
with Down’s syndrome

Vegetarians

History club Year 3 students

A body of nations or states unified
by common interests

European Union

United States of
America

United Nations Human
Rights Council

A group of interdependent plants or
animals growing or living together
in a specified habitat

Madagascar’s indigenous
bird population

Flora of the Middle
East in Western Asia

South Korea’s Ecorium
project (wetland reserve)

Korowai people of Papua

When considering a community to serve, think very carefully about how you might
specifically address needs in this community. Consider the following questions:
■

ACTIVITY: WHAT INTERESTS ME?

■

In your process journal, begin to brainstorm the following questions:
■■ What interests me?
■■ What am I passionate about?
■■ What communities am I interested in learning about?
■■ What communities am I interested in serving?
■■ What could I commit to over a long time period that will keep me engaged
and interested?

■

Do I have access to the resources I would need to serve the community effectively?
Is there a sufficient amount of information available regarding this community so I can
truly learn about them?
Can I acquire enough knowledge to serve the community within the time frame
allotted and to the best of my ability?

Your turn:
With this foundational terminology established, and your brainstorm about your interests
and passions completed, it is your turn to choose the community that you wish to serve
through the community project.
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MYP 4&5

MYP BY
CONCEPT
4&5
Books
9 Student
9 eTextbooks
Teaching & Learning
9 Digital
resources

Language and Literature
PRINT

DIGITAL

Gillian Ashworth
Encourage meaningful inquiry through a unique concept-driven
narrative with our IB MYP Language and Literature resources.
£35
Student’s Book MYP 4-5 9781471841668
Nov-21 Boost eBook MYP 4&5 9781398343542 £24.99
Nov-21 Boost Core Subscription 9781398343559, £400/subscription lasts life
of Guide

English
PRINT

DIGITAL

Ana de Castro
Develop language skills through inquiries into key concepts and
related concepts, set in a global context.
£35
Student’s Book 4&5 (Capable–Proficient/Phases 3-4, 5-6) 9781471868450
Boost eBook MYP 4&5 1yr access £17.50 9781398334021
Boost Core Subscription MYP 4&5 £450 9781398341142
Subscription is valid for the life of the Guide

Mathematics
PRINT

DIGITAL

Rita Bateson
The IB logo signifies that the content in the textbook
has been reviewed by the IB to ensure it fully aligns
with current IB curriculum and offers high-quality
guidance and support for IB teaching and learning.
Resources co-published with the International
Baccalaureate:
• Align fully with current IB curriculum
• Have passed IB’s rigorous quality-assurance process
• Were reviewed by IB subject matter experts
• Are appropriate for IB World Schools

Build mathematical knowledge through meaningful inquiries.
Learning is supported and extended with research projects,
interdisciplinary opportunities and assessment tasks designed by
experienced MYP educators.
£35
Student’s Book MYP 4-5 9781471841521
Boost eBook MYP 4&5 1yr access £17.50 9781398334182
Boost Core Subscription £400 9781398341333
Subscription is valid for the life of the Guide
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PRINT

DIGITAL

J. Rafael Angel
NEW

NEW

£35

Sciences
PRINT

DIGITAL

Paul Morris, Radia Chibani, El Kahina
Meziane and Anna Michaelides

Student’s Book MYP 4&5 (Emergent/Phases 1-2) 9781398311220
Student’s Book MYP 4&5 (Capable-Proficient/Phases 3-4,
5-6) 9781398312784

Biology

£17.50

Chemistry

Boost eBook MYP 4&5 (Emergent/Phases 1-2) 1 yr access
9781398343405
Boost eBook MYP 4&5 (Capable–Proficient/Phases 3-4, 5-6)
1yr access 9781398318120

Andrew Davis and Patricia Deo
Annie Termaat and Christopher Talbot

Physics

from £400

Paul Morris

Boost Core Subscription MYP 4&5 (Emergent/Phases 1-2)
9781398343412
Boost Core Subscription MYP 4&5 (Capable–Proficient/
Phases 3-4, 5-6) 9781398343429
Each subscription is valid for the life of the Guide

Develop conceptual understanding with
key MYP concepts and related concepts at
the heart of each chapter and prepare for
assessment with guidance and tasks designed
by experienced educators.

French
PRINT

DIGITAL

Fabienne Fontaine, Catherine Jouffrey and
Rémy Lamon
£35
Student’s Book MYP 4-5 Phases (Emergent/Phases 1-2)
9781510425811
Student’s Book IB MYP 4 & 5 (Capable–Proficient/Phases
3-4, 5-6) 9781471841835

£17.50

MYP 4&5

Spanish

£35
Sciences Student’s Book MYP 4-5 9781510425781
Biology Student’s Book MYP 4-5 9781471841705
Chemistry Student’s Book MYP 4-5 9781471841767
Physics Student’s Book MYP 4-5 9781471839337
Available in two eTextbook formats:
Student eTextbooks 1 year: £23, 2 years: £35
Whiteboard eTextbook £175/subscription lasts the life of
the Guide
Teaching & Learning Resources £350/subscription lasts
the life of the Guide
Dynamic Learning Package available see order form

Boost eBook MYP 4&5 (Emergent/Phases 1-2) 1yr access
9781398343511
Boost eBook MYP 4&5 (Capable–Proficient/Phases 3-4, 5-6)
1yr access 9781398343528

from £400
Boost Core Subscription MYP 4&5 (Emergent/Phases 1-2)
9781398343450
Boost Core Subscription MYP 4&5 (Capable–Proficient/
Phases 3-4, 5-6) 9781398343467
Boost Core Subscriptions for French or Spanish for the IB
MYP 1-3 ( Emergent-Capable /Phases 1-2, 3-4) also available.
See order form for details
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Individuals and Societies

MYP 4&5

Geography
PRINT

PRINT

DIGITAL

Andy Dailey, Danielle Farmer, Emily Giles
and Robbie Woodburn

Louise Harrison and Thierry Torres
Navigate the MYP framework with confidence
using a concept-driven and assessmentfocused approach to Geography presented in
global contexts.

Equip your students with the skills to
understand the world around them; learning
is supported and extended with research
projects, interdisciplinary opportunities and
assessment tasks designed by experienced
MYP educators.

£35
Student’s Book MYP 4-5 9781510425804
Boost eBook MYP 4&5 1yr access £24.99 9781398334052
Boost Core Subscription £450 9781398341180
Subscription is valid for the life of the Guide

£35
Student’s Book MYP 4-5 9781510425798
Boost eBook MYP 4&5 1yr access £17.50 9781398334090
Boost Core Subscription £400 9781398341227
Subscription is valid for the life of the Guide

History
PRINT

DIGITAL

Personal Project for the IB MYP
4&5: Skills for Success

Jo Thomas and Keely Rogers
Develop your students’ skills to become an
inquiring learner; ensure they navigate the MYP
framework with confidence using a conceptdriven and assessment-focused approach to
History, presented in global contexts.

PRINT
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DIGITAL

Laura England and Angela Stancar Johnson
Become an independent, lifelong learner and
achieve your best possible project grade, while
strengthening and practising your ATL skills.

£35
Student’s Book MYP 4-5 9781471841583
Available in two eTextbook formats:
Student eTextbooks 1 year: £23, 2 years: £35
Whiteboard eTextbook £175/subscription lasts the life of the
Guide
Teaching & Learning Resources MYP 4-5 9781471841637,
£450/subscription lasts the life of the Guide
Dynamic Learning Package available see order form

DIGITAL

NEW
EDITION DUE
AUGUST
2021

£18.50
9781510446595
Available as a Student eTextbook 1 year: £12.50,
2 years: £18.50

PRINT

Music
PRINT

Samuel Wright
Provide a concept-driven and assessmentfocused approach to Music teaching and learning.
• Approaches each chapter with statements of
inquiry framed by key and related concepts,
set in a global context.

DIGITAL

Dominique Dalais

NEW

Ensure you navigate the MYP framework
with confidence using a concept-driven
and assessment-focused approach to PHE,
presented in global contexts.

NEW

£35

• Supports every aspect of assessment using tasks
designed by an experienced MYP educator.
• Differentiates and extends learning with research
projects and interdisciplinary opportunities.

July 21 Student’s Book 9781398302280
August 21 Boost eBook MYP 4&5 £17.50 9781398305717

£35

Design for the IB MYP 4&5
PRINT

DIGITAL

MYP 4&5

Physical Health Education
(PHE) for the IB MYP 4&5:
MYP by Concept

9781510474666
Available in two eTextbook formats:
Student eTextbooks 1 year: £23, 2 years: £35; Whiteboard
eTextbook £175/subscription lasts the life of the Guide

DIGITAL

Lenny Dutton
Confidently cover the framework with chapters
covering digital, product and combined design.

Music Teacher’s Pack

£35

DIGITAL DOWNLOAD

September 21 Student’s Book 9781398307896
Boost eBook MYP 4&5 £17.50 9781398308091

Samuel Wright
Plan and deliver inventive lessons with extra
activities, unit planners, teaching notes and
guidance.

NEW
NEW

£150
9781510478145

This book is excellent and resourceful. It has the
capacity to inspire teachers teaching all kinds of
curricula, not only IB.
Ondrej Veselý, Classical guitarist and music teacher,
via LinkedIn
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DIPLOMA

STUDIES IN
LANGUAGE
AND
LITERATURE

A, Concept based
9 Language
learning: Teaching for Success
9 Coursebooks
9 eTextbooks
9 Skills for Success

English Literature for the IB Diploma
PRINT

DIGITAL

Nic Amy, Carolyn P. Henly, Angela Stancar Johnson and
Kathleen Clare Waller
Series editor: Carolyn P. Henly
Everything you need to deliver a rich, concept-based approach.
Investigate the three areas of exploration in detail, engage with
global issues, explore a variety of texts from a diverse pool of
authors and test knowledge with plenty of activities.
£38
English Literature for the IB Diploma Student Book 9781510467132
Available in two eTextbook formats:
Student eTextbooks 1 year: £25, 2 years: £38
Whiteboard eTextbooks £175/subscription lasts the life of the Guide

English Language and Literature for the IB
Diploma
PRINT

DIGITAL

Lindsay Tandy, Alice Gibbons and Joseph Koszary
Series editor: Carolyn P. Henly
Everything you need to deliver a rich, concept-based approach.
Investigate the three areas of exploration in detail, engage with
global issues, explore a variety of texts from a diverse pool of
authors and test knowledge with plenty of activities.
£38
December 2019 English Literature for the IB Diploma Student Book 9781510463226
Available in two eTextbook formats:
Student eTextbooks 1 year: £24, 2 years: £38
Whiteboard eTextbooks £175/subscription lasts the life of the Guide
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PRINT

2 Paper 1: Guided textual analysis

it asks you to consider elements of style and structure (text and image) but leaves it open
to you to determine the ‘meaning’ that is shaped through those features. Just as you won’t
know which text you will get on the exam, you won’t know the specific guiding question
that you will be asked, but by considering questions that have been used in past examples
you can start to notice patterns and anticipate the types of questions that might be asked.

DIGITAL

Angela Stancar Johnson and Colin Pierce

LEARNER PORTFOLIO ACTIVITY 2.1
Go back to some of the non-literary texts you have studied. Create some guiding
questions for those texts. Although you may have studied those texts within larger
bodies of work as preparation for your IO, consider how you would respond to them as
single texts in a paper 1-style essay.

Prepare for Success: English
Literature for the IB Diploma
PRINT

You might decide to ignore the guiding question completely, and that is okay, but you
must focus your analysis on one aspect of the text. You can have several points related to
that aspect, but your overarching focus should be on a single aspect.

NEW

DIGITAL

■ Developing a focused analysis

Carolyn P. Henly, Erik Brandt and
Lynn Krumvieda

It is important to remember that your aim on paper 1 is to demonstrate an understanding
of how language shapes meaning; therefore, your response should not include too much
summary of the content of the text(s). Instead, you will need to consider specific elements
of language, style and structure and the effects of those choices on the reader or audience.
The guiding question can be used as a starting point for focusing your analysis, but it will
not tell you what specific aspects of the text to consider in terms of textual features or
authorial choices (Criterion B). That part is up to you. It may be helpful to consider the
following lenses as you approach the text(s) and work towards a response.

Stretch your students to achieve their
best grade with these year-round course
companions; providing clear and concise
explanations of all syllabus requirements and
topics, and exam practice questions to support
and strengthen learning.

Content
What is the text about?
What is the writer’s message?
What is the writer’s attitude
(the tone)?
How does that affect your
reading of the text
(the mood)?

£19.99
Prepare for Success: English Language and Literature for
the IB Diploma 9781398307872
Prepare for Success: English Literature for the IB Diploma
9781398307865

DIPLOMA

Prepare for Success: English
Language and Literature for
the IB Diploma

Context of
composition/production
Consider the time and place
the text was produced in. Who
wrote the text? Why was the text
produced (the purpose)? Who
was the text aimed at
(the intended audience)?
How does the language
reflect the
target audience?

NEW

£9.99
Boost eBook Prepare for Success: English Literature for the
IB Diploma 1yr access 9781398342330
Prepare for Success: English Language and Literature for
the IB Diploma 1yr access 9781398342347

Style
Style is the ‘how’ of the text.
How do writers create meaning?
What tools (stylistic devices)
do they use and to what
effect?

Context of
interpretation/reception
What are your circumstances
(time and place)?
How do these factors influence
your reading of the text?

Analysing
texts

Structure
Structure refers to the
form of the text. What kind
of text is it? What features
indicate this?
What structural conventions
for the text type are used?
Does this text conform to,
or deviate from,
the standard
conventions?

■■ Analysing texts
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Other literary works can give us insight into places and times much nearer to ours. In We Need
New Names, Zimbabwean writer NoViolet Bulawayo writes a twenty-first-century story about the
immigrant’s experience.

NoViolet Bulawayo

OBJECTIVES OF CHAPTER







NoViolet Bulawayo is the pen name of Elizabeth Tshele.
The first name means ‘with Violet’, and is a tribute to the
author’s mother, who died when Tschele was an infant.
‘Bulawayo’ is for her hometown (Smith). Bulawayo lived
in Zimbabwe until she was 18 and then emigrated to the
United States. She has recently revisited Bulawayo after more
than a decade away, and was distressed to see the dramatic
changes that have taken place. She cares about questions
of identity and transformation and the way her personal
experience has shaped her as a person. Her novel, We Need
New Names (a significant choice of title given her renaming
of herself) is the first by a Zimbabwean to be listed for
the Man Booker Prize for the best original novel written in
English and published in the United Kingdom (Smith).

To understand that texts provide us with insights into particular times and places
To understand that texts provide us with insights into human nature
To appreciate the beauty of language
To appreciate the artist’s craft
To appreciate a writer’s courage
To understand that texts give us a way to connect to other human minds

Introduction
We study literature for the same reasons that we engage in the study of any art form: we are
entertained, touched, made to think, and given a variety of insights. One simple reason for engaging
with literature is to be entertained. As we saw in the excerpt from ‘That Awful German Language’
in Chapter 1.1 (page 11), literature can be very funny, and we are entertained by well-written
humour. Entertainment, however, is never the sole function of literary texts. We read literature for
the insight that it gives us into the world around us, for an appreciation of the power of language and
imagination, and for a connection to other people (authors) who think in ways that resonate with us.

In this excerpt from We Need New Names, the narrator, Darling, describes her transition from her
home in Zimbabwe to her new place in America. The title of the chapter is ‘Destroyedmichygen’,
a new name for Detroit, Michigan, which expresses the narrator’s experience of it.

Insight into particular times and places
You will read in much greater detail about how literature affects us by giving us insight into
particular times and places in the section on time and space (page 135), so for now, we will just
take a brief look at some examples.
The excerpt from ‘The Widespread Enigma of Blue-Star Woman’ (page 3) showed us something
about what it was like to be an aging Native American woman in the time when white people
were just beginning to force the tribes on to reservations and were controlling their lands. The
excerpt from Out of Africa (page 13) gives us some insight into a place that most of us have
probably never been – the foot of the Ngong Hills. It was also written about life in the 1920s, so
even if we were to go there today, we would likely find it to be much changed.

5

10

CONCEPT CONNECTION
PERSPECTIVES
In each of the cases mentioned above, the particular
insight we are capable of getting about a time and
place different from ours is shaped by the perspective
which portrays that time and place for us. In the
case of ‘Blue-Star Woman’, the author was herself a
Dakota Sioux who was educated in the white man’s
world and so had experiences, both positive and
negative, of the way in which those two cultures
interacted. This story is given to us through the eyes
of two different Native American characters: BlueStar Woman, whom we met in the excerpt, and an
elderly Native American Chieftain, who appears later

in the story. Their version of events would be quite
different from a version given to us by the white
superintendents of the land or the government
officials in Washington. In the case of Isak Dinesen’s
description of her farm in Kenya, her perspective is
that of a person speaking of a place that she loved
deeply and had to leave. She views the farm through
a lens of nostalgia which helps her create the effect
that she wants, focused entirely on the beauty of the
place. We may have got a different version had she
written about the farm while she was still living there,
struggling to grow coffee. We will never know.

15

With all this snow, with the sun not there, with the cold and dreariness, this place doesn’t look like my
America, doesn’t even look real. It’s like we are in a terrible story, like we’re in the crazy parts of the Bible,
there where God is busy punishing people for their sins and is making them miserable with all the weather.
The sky, for example, has stayed white all this time I have been here, which tells you that something is not
right. Even the stones know that a sky is supposed to be blue, like our sky back home, which is blue, so
blue you can spray Clorox on it and wipe it with a paper towel and it wouldn’t even come off.
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Finally he tied a bone attached to a rainbow-colored string around my waist and said, This is your weapon,
it will fight off all evil in that America, never ever take it off, you hear? But then when I got to America the
airport dog barked and barked and sniffed me, and the woman in the uniform took me aside and waved
the stick around me and the stick made a nting-nting sound and the woman said, Are you carrying any
weapons? And I nodded and showed my weapon from Vodloza, and Aunt Fostalina said, What is this
crap/ and she took it off and threw it in a bin. Now I have no weapon to fight evil with in America.

(Bulawayo 152–3)

36
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A few days before I left, Mother took me to Vodloza who made me smoke from a gourd, and I sneezed
and sneezed and he smiled and said, The ancestors are your angels, they will bear you to America. Then
he spilled tobacco on the earth and said to someone I could not see: Open the way for your wandering
calf, you, Vusamazulu, pave the skies, summon your fathers, Mpabanga and Nqabayezwe and Mahlathini,
and draw your mighty spears to clear the paths and protect the child from dark spirits on her journey.
Deliver her well to that strange land where you and those before you never dreamed of setting foot.

1.2 How are we affected by literary texts in various ways?

Section 1 Readers, writers and texts

DIPLOMA

1.2

How are we affected by literary
texts in various ways?
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English Literature for the IB Diploma

Textual analysis for English
Language and Literature for the
IB Diploma: Skills for Success

PRINT

PRINT

DIGITAL

Kathleen Clare Waller

Carolyn P. Henly and Angela Stancar Johnson

Confidently navigate the new syllabus with a
variety of teaching resources to help you plan
engaging syllabi, timelines and lessons that are
aligned to the concept-based learning approach.

Build confidence in a range of key textual
analysis techniques and skills with this practical
companion, full of advice and guidance from
experienced experts – from the development
of a research question, critical-thinking,
referencing and citation to reflecting on the
process and final essay.

• Confidently teach the two new courses with a
clear overview of concept-based learning and
inquiry

DIPLOMA

Language A for the IB Diploma:
Concept-based learning:
Teaching for Success

£17.50

• Advice and examples covering each
assessment – Learner Portfolios & the
Individual Oral, HL Essay, Paper 1 and Paper 2

Textual analysis for English Language and Literature for the
IB Diploma: Skills for Success 9781510467156
Available as Student eTextbook 1 year: £11, 2 years: £17.50

£44
Language A for the IB Diploma: Concept-based learning:
Teaching for Success 9781510463233

Literary analysis for English
Literature for the IB Diploma:
Skills for Success
PRINT

DIGITAL

Carolyn P. Henly and Angela Stancar Johnson
Build confidence in a range of key literary
analysis techniques and skills with this practical
companion, full of advice and guidance from
experienced experts – from the development
of a research question, critical-thinking,
referencing and citation to reflecting on the
process and final essay.

Also available:
Globe Education Shakespeare:
Get straight to the heart of Shakespeare’s plays and watch your students’
confidence and understanding develop faster with these abridged play
texts from Globe Education.
For more information, visit hoddereducation.com/ShorterShakespeare
Study and Revise Literature Guides:
These literature guides help students read, analyse and revise
their set texts throughout the course to achieve their best grade in
English literature. For more information, visit hoddereducation.com/
studyandrevise
See order form for pricing

£17.50
Literary analysis for English Literature for the IB Diploma:
Skills for Success 9781510467149
Available as a Student eTextbook 1 year: £12, 2 years: £17.50
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DIPLOMA

LANGUAGE
ACQUISITION
Books
9 Student’s
9 eTextbooks
and Skills Workbooks
9 Grammar
Teaching & Learning
9 Digital
Resources

English B: Mark McGowan, Hyun Jung Owen and Aaron Deupree
French B – 2nd edition: Laetitia Chanéac-Knight, Lauren Léchelle
and Sophie Jobson
Spanish B – 2nd edition: Mike Thacker and Sebastian Bianchi
Mandarin B – 2nd edition: Yan Burch
PRINT

DIGITAL

Develop competent communicators who can demonstrate a sound
conceptual understanding of the language with a flexible course that
ensures thorough coverage of the updated Language Acquisition Guide
and is designed to meet the needs of all IB students at Standard and
Higher Level.
The audio for all the Student Books is FREE to download from
www.hoddereducation.com/ibextras
£38

Super useful for any IB Spanish
student. The activities mirror the IB
exam and it is a great resource for
anyone prepping for the exam. As
a teacher I would suggest it as a
text for your classroom.
5-star review on amazon.com

English B Student Book 9781510446571
French B Student Book 9781510446564
Spanish B Student Book 9781510446557

£19
Boost eBook English B 1 yr access 9781398333987
Boost eBook French B 1 yr access 9781398334038
Boost eBook Spanish B 1 yr access 9781398334212

£400
Boost Core Subscription English B 9781398341104
Boost Core Subscription French B 9781398341159
Boost Core Subscription Spanish B 9781398341364
Subscription is valid for the life of the Guide

£38
Mandarin B Student Book 9781510446588
Dynamic Learning Student eTextbook & Whiteboard eTextbook Mandarin B: see order form
for details
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Grammar and Skills Workbooks
PRINT

English B: Hyun Jung Owen
French B: Lauren Léchelle
Spanish B: Mike Thacker and Sebastian Bianchi
Mandarin B: Yan Burch
Build confidence for the written and oral assessments with hours of
essential grammar practice activities and opportunities to develop
writing skills.
• Ensure structured language practice through comprehensive coverage
of all IB grammar points and in-depth practice of core reading and
writing skills based around the main text types
• Provide revision opportunities alongside material for ab initio students
in the Transition section
• Effectively teach students at two levels with differentiated activities at
Standard and Higher level
• Challenge Higher Level students with extension activities and specific
advice
£13.50
English B Grammar and Skills Workbook 9781510447639
French B Grammar and Skills Workbook 9781510447615
Spanish B Grammar and Skills Workbook 9781510447608
Mandarin B Grammar and Skills Workbook 9781510447622

hoddereducation.com/ibdiplomalanguageb
Keep up-to-date: get the latest news and free samples by signing up to our eUpdates: hoddereducation.com/eupdates
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I love the way the
book helps students to
become familiar with
concepts and how it
helps them see the
concepts in grammar,
texts, and interactions.
The book helps teachers
with the implementation
of the IB model, includes
practice that prepares
students for the final
exams, and includes
materials for every part
of the course.
Glau Serralvo – DP
Coordinator, Spanish B
examiner, TOK teacher
Qingdao, China

Spanish ab initio for the IB Diploma: Grammar and Skills Workbook
PRINT
by Concept
PRINT

DIGITAL

J. Rafael Angel
Ensure that the needs of all IB Students are met with
this comprehensive and flexible Student Book, written
specifically for the updated Spanish ab initio course.
• Communicate confidently by exploring the five
prescribed themes through authentic texts and skills
practice at the right level, delivered in clear learning
pathways.
• Produce coherent written texts and deliver
proficient presentations with grammar and
vocabulary introduced in context and in relation to
appropriate spoken and written registers.
• Improve receptive skills with authentic written texts,
audio recordings spoken at a natural pace, and
carefully crafted reading and listening tasks
The audio for the Student Book is FREE to download
from www.hoddereducation.com/ibextras
£38
Student Book 9781510449541
Boost eBook 1yr access £19.00 9781398334205
Boost Core Subscription £400 9781398341357
Subscription is valid for the life of the Guide
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Kasturi Bagwe and Monia Voegelin
Build confidence for the written and oral assessments
with hours of essential grammar practice activities
and opportunities to develop writing skills.
• Ensure structured language practice through
comprehensive coverage of all IB grammar points
and in-depth practice of core reading and writing
skills based around the main text types
• Provide revision opportunities alongside material for
ab initio students in the Transition section
• Effectively teach students at two levels with
differentiated activities at Standard and Higher level
£13.50
Grammar and Skills Workbook 9781510447608

Books
9 Student’s
9 eTextbooks
and Revision
9 Study
Assessment
9 Internal
and Skills Workbooks
9 Grammar
Teaching & Learning
9 Digital
Resources
Dynamic Learning
9 Digital
Packages (include Whiteboard
eTextbooks and Teaching &
Learning resources)

PRINT

DIPLOMA

INDIVIDUALS
AND
SOCIETIES

Economics for the IB Diploma
DIGITAL

Paul Hoang
Ensure full coverage of the new syllabus with this comprehensive
guide written by a highly experienced author, that explores all
topics through inquiry, concepts, content and contexts and their
interrelationships with each other.
• Explore economics through the nine key concepts in the new
course with our newly developed acronym for a deeper and
more integrated understanding of the subject.
• Includes new integrated subtopics of Economics of the
environment and Economics of inequality and poverty which
helps bring to light the global challenges facing the planet today
and how these can be addressed using an Economics lens.
• Prepare for the new assessment model with exam-style
questions and review questions.
£44
9781510479142
Available in two eTextbook formats:
Student eTextbook 1 year: £29, 2 years: £44
Whiteboard eTextbooks £175 – subscription lasts the life of the Guide
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Economics for the IB Diploma
Revision Guide
Economics for the IB Diploma
Paper 3 Workbook
PRINT

Paul Hoang
Revision guide: Support students with accurate
and accessible notes, advice and exam style
questions on each key topic from a renowned
IB Economics author.
£23
9781471807183

Workbook: Reinforce and improve your
students’ mathematical skills for the Paper 3
exam with this write-in workbook, including
actual questions from past papers.
£14
9781471851322

NEW for August 2021

Economics for the IB Diploma: Quantitative Skills Workbook
£14.50 9781398340442

Business Management for the
IB Diploma Study and Revision
Guide

Geography for the IB Diploma
Study and Revision Guide

Business Management for the
IB Diploma Quantitative Skills
Workbook

Simon Oakes

PRINT

Paul Hoang
Revision Guide: Ensure students approach
exams feeling confident and prepared, through
the help of accurate and accessible notes,
examiner advice and exam-style questions on
each key topic.
£23
9781471868429

Workbook: Reinforce and improve your
students’ mathematical skills for the compulsory
quantitative questions with this write-in
workbook.
£14
9781510467835

hoddereducation.com/
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PRINT

DIGITAL

Stretch your students to achieve their
best grade with these year-round course
companions; provide comprehensive content
on all topics, and practice questions to support
and strengthen learning.
• Develop understanding and knowledge with
clear and concise coverage of the syllabus
• Target learning with individual books for
Standard and Higher level
• Consolidate revision and check understanding
with a range of exam practice questions
• Practise exam technique with tips from examiners
throughout on how to tackle questions
• Focus revision with key terms and definitions
listed for each topic/subtopic
£19.50
SL and HL Core 9781510403550
HL Core Extension 9781510403543
Available as Student eTextbooks 1 year: £13,
2 years: £19.50

PRINT

DIGITAL

Series editors: Andy Dailey and Philip
Benson
Combine compelling narratives with academic
rigour and the widest variety of sources at this
level, to help students develop their knowledge
and analytical skills.
• Ensure full coverage of topics with each title
supporting a topic in the latest IB History
guide
• Trust reliable, clear and in-depth content from
topic experts
• Deepen understanding with analysis of the
historiography surrounding key debates
£24
Prescribed subjects
The move to global war 9781471839320
Rights and protest 9781471839313
World History topics
Authoritarian states 9781471839306
Causes and effects of 20th century wars 9781471841347
The Cold War: Superpower tensions and rivalries
9781471839290
HL Option 2: History of the Americas
The Cold War and the Americas 1945–1981 9781471841378
Civil rights and social movements in the Americas post-1945
9781471841316
Emergence of the Americas in global affairs 1880–1929
9781444182286
The Great Depression and the Americas 9781444156539
The Second World War and the Americas 1933–1945
9781471841286
United States Civil War: Causes, course and effects
1840–1877 9781444156508
Available as Student eTextbooks 1 year: £16,
2 years: £24

Access to History for the IB
Diploma Study and Revision
Guides

DIPLOMA

Access to History for the IB
Diploma

PRINT

Series editor: Andy Dailey
Philip Benson, Russell Quinlan, Paul Grace,
Kate Harker and Nicholas Verrill
Reinforce knowledge and develop exam skills
with revision of key historical content, examfocussed activities and guidance from experts
as part of the Access to History Series.
• Take control of revision with helpful revision
tools and techniques, and content broken into
easy-to-revise chunks
• Revise key historical content and practise
exam technique in context with related examfocussed activities
• Build exam skills with Exam Focus at the
end of each chapter, containing exam
questions with sample answers and examiner
commentary, to show what is required in the
exam
£19.50
Paper 1: The move to global war 9781510432345
Paper 1: Rights and protest 9781510432352
Paper 2: Authoritarian States 9781510432369
Paper 2: Causes and effects 9781510432376
Paper 2: The Cold War Superpower tensions and rivalries
9781510432383
Available as Student eTextbooks 1 year: £13,
2 years: £19.50

hoddereducation.com/ibdiploma
Keep up-to-date: get the latest news and free samples by signing up to our eUpdates: hoddereducation.com/eupdates
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Psychology for the IB Diploma
PRINT

DIGITAL

Jean-Marc Lawton and Eleanor Willard
Comprehensive guide to all the concepts,
theories and research into approaches to
understanding behaviour, presented with a
cross-cultural focus for global thinkers.
£39
9781510425774
Available in two eTextbook formats:
Student eTextbook 1 year: £26, 2 years: £39
Whiteboard eTextbooks £175 – subscription lasts the life of
the Guide

Internal Assessment for
Psychology for the IB Diploma:
Skills for Success
PRINT

DIGITAL

Build skills through a range of strategies and
detailed examiner advice and expert tips.
£19.50
9781510449527
Available as a Student eTextbook 1 year: £13,
2 years: £19.50

Psychology for the IB Diploma
Study and Revision Guide
PRINT

Encourage students to achieve their best grade
by simplifying and focusing exam preparation
with full syllabus coverage, practical exam tips
and practice questions.
£23
9781510449534
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Environmental Systems and
Societies for the IB Diploma
Study and Revision Guide
PRINT

Andrew Davis and Garrett Nagle
Consolidate revision and support learning with
a range of exam practice questions and concise
and accessible revision notes, from the IB’s
most trusted ESS experts
£23
9781471899737

Internal Assessment for
Environmental Systems and
Societies for the IB Diploma:
Skills for Success
PRINT

DIGITAL

Support students through the Internal
Assessment with advice and guidance
including how to choose a topic, approach the
investigation and analyse and evaluate results.
£19.50
9781510458239
Available as a Student eTextbook 1 year: £13,
2 years: £19.50

Books
9 Student’s
9 eTextbooks
and Revision
9 Study
Assessment
9 Internal
Teaching & Learning
9 Digital
Resources
Dynamic Learning
9 Digital
Packages (include Whiteboard
eTextbooks and Teaching &
Learning resources)

PRINT

DIPLOMA

SCIENCES

Sciences
DIGITAL

Biology: C.J. Clegg & Andrew Davis, Chemistry: Christopher
Talbot, Richard Harwood and Christopher Coates, Physics: John
Allum, Colin Cuthbert and Christopher Talbot
Provide clear guidance to the latest guide and ensure in-depth study
with accessible content, directly mapped to the syllabus and approach to
learning.
• Identify SL and HL with content fully covered and clearly marked
throughout
• Improve exam performance, with plenty of questions, including past
paper exam questions
• Integrate Theory of Knowledge into your lessons and provide
opportunities for cross curriculum study
£46
Biology 9781471828997
Chemistry 9781471829055
Physics 9781471829048
Available in two eTextbook formats:
Student eTextbook 1 year: £31, 2 years: £46
Whiteboard eTextbooks £100 – subscription lasts the life of the Guide

Teaching & Learning Resources
DIGITAL

The essential teaching resource, to help you plan and deliver up-to-date
and IB appropriate lessons.
What’s included? Adaptable schemes of work, over 30 interactive
quizzes, investigation sheets and questions, technician notes and links
to practical videos and interactive flash cards that help reinforce key
definitions and formulae
£350 – subscription lasts the life of the Guide
Biology 9781471829086
Chemistry 9781471829253
Physics 9781471829284
Dynamic Learning Packages available see order form

Available via Dynamic Learning
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Study and Revision Guides
PRINT

Biology: Andrew Davis & C. J. Clegg
Chemistry: Christopher Talbot &
Richard Harwood
Physics: John Allum
Stretch your students to achieve their
best grade with these year-round course
companions; providing clear and concise
explanations of all syllabus requirements and
topics, and practice questions to support and
strengthen learning.
• Consolidate revision and support learning
with a range of exam practice questions and
concise and accessible revision notes
• Practise exam technique with tips and trusted
guidance from examiners on how to tackle
questions
• Focus revision with key terms and definitions
listed for each topic/sub topic
£25
Biology 9781471899706
Chemistry 9781471899713
Physics 9781471899720

Internal Assessment for the
Sciences: Skills for Success
PRINT

Biology: Andrew Davis
Chemistry: Christopher Talbot
Physics: Christopher Talbot
Aim for the best Internal Assessment grade
with this year-round companion, full of advice
and guidance from experienced IB Diploma
Sciences teachers.
• Build your skills for Individual Investigations
with prescribed practicals supported by
detailed examiner advice, expert tips and
common mistakes to avoid
• Improve your confidence by analysing
and applying the skills through exemplars,
worked answers and commentary, as well as
comprehension checks throughout
• Prepare for the Internal Assessment report
through exemplars, worked answers and
commentary
• Navigate the IB requirements with clear,
concise explanations including advice on
assessment objectives and rules on academic
honesty
• Develop fully rounded and responsible
learning with explicit reference to the IB
learner profile and ATLs
£19.50
Biology 9781510432390
Chemistry 9781510432406
Physics 9781510432413
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Mathematics for the IB Diploma

9
9
9

Paul Fannon, Vesna Kadelburg, Ben Woolley and Stephen Ward

Student’s Books
eTextbooks
Digital Teaching & Learning
Resources

As a teacher and workshop
leader I have worked with many
textbooks, and this is one of the
best IB Mathematics books I have
come across. I like the way the
topics are sequenced. I like the
way the questions are scaffolded
and how on the pages you have
references to TOK and more
elements of the Core.
Pedro Monsalve Correa,
Barranquilla, Colombia

PRINT

DIGITAL

DIPLOMA

MATHEMATICS

Enable students to construct, communicate and justify correct
mathematical arguments with a range of activities and examples of
mathematics in the real world.
• Engage and excite students with examples and photos of mathematics
in the real world, plus inquisitive starter activities to encourage their
problem-solving skills
• Build mathematical thinking with our ‘Toolkit’ and mathematical
exploration chapter, along with our new toolkit feature of questions,
investigations and activities
• Develop understanding with key concepts and applications integrated
throughout, along with TOK links
• Prepare your students for assessment with worked examples and
extended essay support
£44
Analysis and approaches SL 9781510462359
Analysis and approaches HL 9781510462366
Applications and interpretation SL 9781510462380
Applications and interpretation HL 9781510462373

£17.50
Boost eBook Analysis & approaches SL 1yr access 9781398334304
Boost eBook Analysis & approaches HL 1yr access 9781398334311
Boost eBook Applications and interpretation HL 9781398334366
Boost eBook Applications and interpretation SL 9781398334359

£300
Boost Core Subscription Analysis & approaches SL & HL 9781398341265
Boost Core Subscription Applications and interpretation SL & HL 9781398341272
Subscription is valid for the life of the Guide

£1000
Boost Core Subscription Mathematics for the IB Diploma: SL & HL Complete
Subscription is valid for the life of the Guide
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Mathematics for the IB Diploma
Exam Practice Workbooks
PRINT

NEW

Paul Fannon, Vesna Kadelburg and
Stephen Ward

Exam Practice Workbook for Mathematics for
the IB Diploma: Analysis and approaches SL
Exam Practice Workbook for Mathematics
for the IB Diploma: Applications and
interpretation SL
Exam Practice Workbook for Mathematics for
the IB Diploma: Analysis and approaches HL
Exam Practice Workbook for Mathematics
for the IB Diploma: Applications and
interpretation HL
Consolidate learning and develop problem solving
skills through exam practice questions; ideal for
independent learning, homework or extension
activities.

NEW

NEW

112

NEW

Practice examination papers

NEW

113

Practice examination papers

2 [Maximum mark: 6]
A metal bar is in the shape of a prism with a semicircular cross-section. The dimensions are shown in the
diagram.

Answers must be written within the answer boxes provided. Full marks are not necessarily awarded for a correct
answer with no working. Answers must be supported by working and/or explanations. Solutions found from
a graphic display calculator should be supported by suitable working. For example, if graphs are used to find
a solution, you should sketch these as part of your answer. Where an answer is incorrect, some marks may be
given for a correct method, provided this is shown by written working. You are therefore advised to show all
working.

Section A
83 cm

Answer all questions. Answers must be written within the answer boxes provided. Working may be continued
below the lines, if necessary.
1 [Maximum mark: 6]
The heights of 30 flowers, measured in cm, are summarized in the table.
height (cm)

8–12

12–15

15–20

20–25

25–28

frequency

5

6

8

7

4

a Estimate the mean and the standard deviation of the 30 flowers.
The measurements are converted into inches, where 1 inch = 2.54 cm.
b Find the mean and variance of the heights in inches.

36 cm
a Find the volume of the bar. Give your answer in cm3, in the form a × 10k where 1 < a < 10
and k ∈ 핑.
The bar is melted down and all the metal used to make a sphere.
b Find the radius of the sphere.

[3]
[3]

.....................................................................................
.....................................................................................

.....................................................................................

.....................................................................................

.....................................................................................

.....................................................................................

.....................................................................................

From £15
Analysis and approaches SL 9781398321182
Applications and interpretation SL 9781398321892
Analysis and approaches HL 9781398321878
Applications and interpretation HL 9781398321885

.....................................................................................

[3]

.....................................................................................

.....................................................................................

.....................................................................................

[3]

.....................................................................................
.....................................................................................

.....................................................................................

.....................................................................................
.....................................................................................

.....................................................................................

.....................................................................................

.....................................................................................
.....................................................................................

from £7.50
Boost eBook Analysis and approaches SL 1yr access
9781398342316
Boost eBook Applications and interpretation SL 1yr access
9781398342323
Boost eBook Analysis and approaches HL 1yr acsess
9781398342354
Boost eBook Applications and interpretation HL 1yr access
9781398342361
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Mathematics for the IB Diploma
Boost Core subscription
Course overview
Answers to
activities

Suggested order of
teaching for both SL
and HL courses

PowerPoints
providing in-depth
explorations of
some of the more
difficult ideas and
content in the IB
guide

Concept
commentaries for
chapters in both
SL and HL student
books
Teaching support
and guidance for
each of the five
topics, providing
guidance on how
best to use the
resources provided,
mapping each to
the corresponding
section of the IB
guide

Single sign-on
compatible
Reporting and
analytic functions

Activities designed
to provide students
with a fuller
understanding of
the mathematical
content studied

Worked solutions
to questions in the
student books

Spreadsheets
to accompany
activities

hoddereducation.com/mathematics-for-the-ib-diploma
Keep up-to-date: get the latest news and free samples by signing up to our eUpdates: hoddereducation.com/eupdates
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CORE
Books
9 Student
9 eTextbooks
for Success
9 Teaching
9 Skills for Success

Theory of Knowledge for the IB Diploma
Fourth Edition
PRINT

DIGITAL

Carolyn P. Henly & John Sprague
Develop knowledge with this thought-provoking guide through the
5 Areas of Knowledge and the 5 Optional Themes covered in the
IB Diploma programme.
£37
9781510474314
Boost eBook 1yr access 9781398334373 £19.00

Theory of Knowledge for the IB Diploma:
Teaching for Success
PRINT

Carolyn P. Henly & John Sprague
Confidently navigate the new syllabus with a variety of teaching
resources to help you plan engaging lessons that are directly
aligned with the Student Book.
£42
9781510474659
Boost eBook 1yr access 9781398334397 £28

Theory of Knowledge for the IB Diploma:
Skills for Success, Second edition
PRINT

DIGITAL

John Sprague
Build confidence in a range of key Theory of Knowledge skills
with this practical companion, full of advice and guidance from an
experienced TOK expert.
£19.99
9781510474956
Boost eBook 1yr access 9781398334380 £10
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Knowledge and Technology

ACTIVITY
Take a moment to consider with a partner just what a world without technology would look like.
1 What would be missing?
2 What would have to be added to the world to take the place of technology?
3 How are people living?
4 How are they communicating?

Learner profile

OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, students will:
 understand the differences between data, information and knowledge
 be able to reflect on the nature of knowledge and consider whether computers can
have it
 appreciate the fact that existing biases, prejudices and values are often built into the
technology we develop
 understand what big data is and how it represents new and potentially problematic
possibilities for the creation of knowledge
 be able to critically reflect on how technology is used in the creation, storage and
dissemination of knowledge
 be aware of some of the ethical issues we face in relation to the development and use
of new technologies.

CORE

3

Learner profile
Risk-takers
How comfortable
would you be
living without your
technology?

Now narrow your imagining to the question of technology in the context of constructing knowledge:
5 What would it be like for scientists if there was no technology available?
6 Could an artist construct knowledge?
7 Would an expert historian be able to develop the types of historical claims that you’re used to?
8 How much mathematical knowledge would be available if there was no technology?

Risk-takers
What risks are
involved in using
new forms of
technology to create
knowledge?

TOK trap
What are dictionaries? One answer to this can be found by considering the updates to the Oxford
English Dictionary (OED), the online version of which is updated quarterly. In June 2019, 1400 new
words were added, including bae and yeesh (‘Updates to the OED’). Why does it need ‘updating’?
The OED, like any dictionary, captures the meaning of a term, rather than officially creating the
definition. In other words, the words are already commonly in use before a dictionary then adds
them. In this case, people were already using the term ‘bae’, the people at the OED noticed this,
and once the term was common enough, they added it to the dictionary. Furthermore, sometimes
the usage of terms will shift and change over time. Consider the term ‘wicked’. It used to describe
something morally bad or evil, but has now, in American English, also come to mean something
excellent, or as an ‘adverb intensifier’ synonymous with ‘extremely’.

Introduction

What this means is that a ‘dictionary definition’ should never be considered the final form of a setin-stone definition, especially in TOK, where the whole point of the course is to critically reflect on
the sources of our knowledge. By appealing to a dictionary to say that ‘this is the only way to use
this term’, you are limiting how knowledge works. Dictionaries only indicate common usage of a
term, so by limiting your use of a word only to that means you might miss out on a term’s nuances.
It is almost always a bad idea to use dictionary definitions in your TOK work unless you are going
to challenge the definition. You might do this by suggesting that a definition is limiting (thereby
exploring the limitations of language, or the role of culture in shaping our knowledge). Of course,
you can use a dictionary in your thinking (sometimes you have to if you don’t know what a word
means), but these definitions do not always need to be part of your final product (such as in-class
essays or presentations, the Essay on a prescribed title or TOK exhibition). Including a definition in
an essay is a choice, not an obligation.

■■ What would a world without technology look like?

In the case of the ‘definition’ of technology, for example, rather than running to a dictionary we
have modelled a way of coming to an understanding of the term, rather than simply swallowing a
definition imposed by someone else. This shows critical thinking.

Look around. Are you surrounded by ‘technology’? Have you ever been without ‘technology’? At
the beginning of Chapter 2, we asked you to look around and consider the different objects in
the world and consider the knowledge that went into making them. Objects themselves are not
knowledge, but without some pre-existing knowing, these objects could not have been created.

In the world without technology you imagined, computers and smartphones were probably
missing. Imagine a world where mothers and fathers are no longer badgering young people to
‘get off your computer!’ or teachers are not confiscating your phones until the end of the day.
Cars, airplanes and household appliances were probably missing too. Surely anything requiring
electricity was absent. What about houses – were there any types of shelter in your world? Are
people reading books in your technologically empty world? Are people only writing letters to one
another? What are they using to write?

In this chapter we will consider the first of the course’s optional themes and ask about the nature
and role of technology in the construction, management and dissemination of knowledge. But we
must first think a bit about what we think technology is. Rather than racing off to a dictionary,
we’ve asked you to uncover some intuitions by imagining a world without technology. What does
the landscape look like? What are people doing in this world?

Our first assumptions of just what ‘technology’ refers to might be limited to thinking about
machines and computers and smartphones, or things that eat up electricity. However, we might
also consider technology more broadly, especially when we think of it in relation to Theory of
78

3 Knowledge and Technology

Optional themes
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Extended Essay for the IB Diploma: Skills for
Success
PRINT

DIGITAL

Paul Hoang and Chris Taylor
Improve essay writing techniques and skills through a range of
strategies: developing a research question, thinking critically, referencing
and citing sources clearly, reflecting on the writing process and
reviewing the final essay

79

2/29/20 7:36 AM

It’s a must for all students to have as
they prepare for and write their essays.
It breaks the assessment components
down to manageable chunks for all
students at every level.
5-star review from amazon.com

£18.50
9781510415126
Available as a Student eTextbook 1 year: £11.70, 2 years: £18.50
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CAREER-RELATED PROGRAMME

CAREERRELATED
PROGRAMME
Books
9 Student’s
9 eTextbooks

Personal and professional skills for
the IB CP: Skills for Success
PRINT

DIGITAL

Paul Gallagher
Support development of personal and professional
skills and their relationship to the reflective project,
with emphasis on critical skills development for the
workplace and ongoing career development.
• Break down and evaluate the five main areas of
Personal Development, Intercultural Understanding,
Effective Communication, Thinking Processes
and Applied Ethics, in both business and personal
contexts
• Ensure understanding of how the five main areas
and the personal and professional skills link to the
Reflective Project, with a helpful list in Chapter 6
• Engage students with action-based chapters
covering the idea of meaningful reflection, starting
with reflecting on the self in Chapter One, and
Reflection activities throughout
• Develop attitudes, skills and strategies to be
applied to personal and professional situations and
contexts, now and in the future
• Support visual learners with an infographic at the
start of each chapter laying out the key points that
will be addressed
• Feel supported with a detailed introductory
commentary on how to apply the personal and
professional skills throughout the course
£24
9781510446601
Boost eBook 1yr access £18.32 9781398334199
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PRINT

DIGITAL

Rebecca Austin Pickard
Build confidence through expert guidance that focuses on a range of skills: developing a clear ethical issue, developing a
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• Build confidence through expert guidance
that focuses on a range of skills: developing
a clear ethical issue, developing a research
question, thinking critically, referencing and
citing sources clearly and reviewing the final
project.

3 Defining the investigation

Defining the investigation
LEARNER PROFILE ATTRIBUTES
Communicator

Reflective

Inquirer

Thinker

Writing

• State explicitly how your questions link to your career-related study at the start of your reflective project.
• Acknowledge all sources of information and ideas in references, citations and bibliography.

Checking

• Address the assessment criteria fully.
• Carefully check and proofread the final version of the reflective project. Ensure that all basic
requirements are met.

Open-minded

See Chapter 11 for more detail on time management and planning.

Why is an ethical education so important?

Introduction

• Navigate the lB requirements with clear,
concise explanations, including advice
on assessment objectives and academic
honesty.

■■ Defining a clear goal and student ownership; choosing an

ethical issue that interests you

Career-related
context

Identify
issue of
interest

Career-related
context

Explore the
ethical
dimension

Arrive
at an
ethical
dilemma

Decide
local/global
context

The table below shows the different responsibilities
to be completed and they are divided into skill subsections of focusing, researching, communicating,
reflecting, planning, writing and checking.

Which ones might you find easiest or most difficult to
complete? Could any responsibilities belong in more
than one area? What characteristics of the learner
profile will you have to call upon at specific stages?

Focusing

• Choose an issue arising from your career-related studies that presents an ethical dilemma.

Researching

• Record sources as you carry out the research.
• Keep consistently a ‘researcher’s reflection space’ to reflect upon your progress and create the
structure of your scheduled meetings with the supervisor.

Communicating

• Discuss the ethical dilemma with your supervisor.
• Meet both internal and external assessment deadlines set by your school and the IB.
• Inform your supervisor of details of any external assistance received.

Reflecting

• Complete the RPPF as the work progresses, and after each of the scheduled meetings with your
supervisor. NOT at the end.

Planning

• Plan ahead.
• Create a schedule for researching and producing the reflective project but also anticipate delays
and unforeseen problems.
• Plan how you will find varied material for your research.
• Develop an appropriately focused research question.
• Have a clear structure before beginning to write.

Explore the
ethical
dimension

The reflective project is a vehicle for exploring ethical dilemmas in real-life situations. Why
is this important? Before even starting to decide on the focus of your reflective project, it is
important to lay the foundations of why an ethical education is wholly relevant to you. After
all, the IBCP core is all about helping you forge your own identities and principles to take
forward into your future. The importance of an ethical education is felt by many different
professions. For example, consider the following viewpoint from the world of science.

Taking ownership of your reflective project starts with choosing an ethical issue that
interests you. It may sound extreme but you have a duty to get this right; take time and
be patient, as you will not regret the time spent on this. However, there are further
responsibilities to take on board and understanding the implications of these early on for
your specific learner profile will lead you to have complete ownership of this project.

ACTIVITY: TAKING RESPONSIBILITY

Identify
issue of
interest

• Develop fully rounded and responsible
learning with explicit reference to the IS
learner profile.

‘Today, ethics has an important place in all areas of life. Education is also a
fundamental process of human life. Therefore, in education ethics has a very
important and effective role. In order to be a good human, ethics should be placed
as a course in [the] educational system.’
Source: www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877042815009945

• Support visual learners with an infographic at
the start of each chapter laying out the key
points that will be addressed.

ACTIVITY: THE ROLE OF AN ETHICAL EDUCATION
You will find here different perspectives from real
professionals about the significance of ethics in the
workplace. All of them demonstrate that an ethical

‘Day-to-day life requires constant
decision-making which can have short- and
long-term consequences for individual,
group and wider societal outcomes.’
Claire, Social Worker

‘It’s not about what’s
right and wrong but the
multidimensional nature of the workplace
that’s important and discovering where
you stand.’ Michelle, Solicitor

CAREER-RELATED PROGRAMME

Reflective Project for the IB CP: Skills for Success

education prepares you for the decisions you may have
to make or be part of beyond the classroom whether in
a personal or professional setting.

‘If I don’t ask the right
questions, my whole business is
compromised.’ Jonny, CEO of Digital
Communications Agency

• Provide guidance on the importance
of reflection with tips on managing the
researcher’s reflective space (RRS) and
completing the Reflections on planning and
progress form (RPPF).

‘An ethical education is a large
part of that which shapes the kind of adult you
will become. A good grounding in ethics
can be passed on in the form of informed advice.
Thereby helping, with good conscience, the next
generation understand their struggles from an
experienced point of view.’
Jonathan, Creative Director

Which ones do you think apply most to your chosen career-related study?
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